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Abstract
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1 Introduction

The size and ubiquity of online sports betting markets continues to increase. Most notably in recent years, the world’s most successful online sportsbooks entered the U.S. after a 2018 Supreme Court ruling allowed states to legalise gambling at their own discretion.\(^1\) As online sports betting markets have grown and replaced more traditional forms of gambling, lower transaction costs have increased competition and driven down bookmaker profit margins (i.e., the overround or vig) (Forrest, 2008). Over the same period, the amount of online information that bettors can use to form expectations about sports outcomes has increased. This includes detailed historical data about the participants and the setting of an event, the commentary and predictions of sports pundits and tipsters, and the so-called ‘wisdom of crowds’. This latter term is used widely to describe instances where information aggregated from the decisions of many individuals improves forecasting and decision-making processes, compared with relying on a small number of expert positions (Galton, 1907; Surowiecki, 2004). Given the small profit margins and competition with the crowd-based betting exchanges (prediction markets), odds-setters must forecast outcomes and price the claims they sell to bettors more efficiently than ever before. It is natural to ask whether bookmakers are doing this successfully. In this paper, we use a specific practical example to demonstrate how online sportsbooks are vulnerable to information that could represent the wisdom of crowds.

Wikipedia, the free online encyclopedia, is an example of crowd wisdom. It has become the go-to online place for information about almost anything, including the characteristics and form of sports people. We use this fact to construct what we call the Wiki Relative Buzz Factor, for over ten thousand Women’s Tennis Association (WTA) singles matches since the beginning of the 2015 season.\(^2\) These matches were all at the elite level of the sport and

\(^1\)See Murphy v. National Collegiate Athletic Association, No. 16-476, 584 U.S. (2018), which ruled that the Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act of 1992 was unconstitutional. As of 1 April, 2021, 11 states have legalised online sports betting: California, Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and West Virginia.

\(^2\)We have no particular rationale for focusing on this sport and the women’s game only. However, it is convenient that odds on all these events were offered by a large number of online sportsbooks. Further, we
include the four annual Grand Slam tournaments. The buzz factor uses the numbers of page views on the Wikipedia profiles of players before their matches began. It is relative because it compares the players within a match. We call it buzz because it uses the profile page views on the day before a match relative to the typical numbers over the past 12 months. We then adapt the Mincer and Zarnowitz (1969) forecast evaluation framework, showing that the Wiki Relative Buzz Factor can significantly predict the systematic mispricing of bookmaker odds, with the higher buzz player being under-priced. There is no significant evidence of a favourite or longshot bias in these markets, but bookmakers tended to significantly underprice a player who was substantially lower ranked than their opponent. Taking these results together, we can reject a sufficient condition for weak form market efficiency. To prove that these markets are inefficient, we generate probability forecasts of tennis match results by using the same model that detected the mispricing. Combining these forecasts with the Kelly criterion, which can be motivated from expected utility theory, we demonstrate substantial and sustained profits from exploiting the information contained in the Wiki Relative Buzz Factor. Specifically, we found a potential return on investment of 17-29% from applying the forecasting model at Bet365, the world’s highest revenue online sportsbook, over five thousand potential bets on WTA matches between the beginning of the 2019 season and March of 2020. In contrast, using probability forecasts from the widely used Elo (1978) rating systems and the Kelly criterion would have generated substantial losses over the same samples of matches.

These results contribute to the growing literature attempting to elicit the value of crowd wisdom from the field and using this to test the Efficient Markets Hypothesis (Fama, 1965, 1970). Relevant to our study of betting markets, research has demonstrated how information from social media can predict what happens in financial markets, including cross-sectional stock returns (e.g., Avery et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2014; Sprenger et al., 2014) and the price movements of cryptocurrencies (Kraaijeveld and De Smedt, 2020). In a closely related study, Brown et al. (2018) discovered that the aggregate tone extracted from a large number of Twitter messages built a dataset containing information about these events for other research projects before using it to explore the questions in this paper.
posts contained significant information not present in live betting exchange prices during football matches, especially in the aftermath of major events such as goals or red cards. Using a crowd explicitly making predictions, Brown and Reade (2019) found that the aggregated content from a community of online sports tipsters also contained information not present in betting prices. Betting when the majority of the community predicted a particular outcome generated a small average positive return. Peeters (2018) also found that a crowd of sports fans could improve forecasting accuracy and generate profitable opportunities on betting markets. Specifically, forecasts based on the football player transfer market values on transfermarkt.de and the implied strengths of international teams proved more accurate than other standard predictors of match results, such as official team rankings or form-based rating systems.

This paper contributes more generally to the literature on the efficiency of betting and prediction markets, specifically for sports, much of which has focused on the favourite-longshot bias (for reviews see Vaughan Williams, 1999, Ottaviani and Sørensen, 2008 or Newall and Cortis, 2021). There is a small literature focused on the efficiency of tennis match betting markets (Abinzano et al., 2016, 2019; Forrest and Mchale, 2007; Lahvička, 2014; Štefan Lyócsa and Výrost, 2018). This literature has tended to find evidence of a longshot bias that is not large enough to overcome the bookmaker profit margin and prove inefficiency. The present paper also contributes to the use of professional sports to learn about the practice of forecasting, in particular to some studies that have focused on professional tennis (e.g., Angelini et al., 2021a; Barnett and Clarke, 2005; Candila and Scognamillo, 2018; del Corral and Prieto-Rodríguez, 2010; Easton and Uylangco, 2010; Knottenbelt et al., 2012; Kovalchik and Reid, 2019; Kovalchik, 2020; McHale and Morton, 2011; Scheibehenne and Broder, 2007; Spanias and Knottenbelt, 2013). The forecasting models introduced by these studies cannot normally outperform bookmakers without shopping around to find the best available odds (Angelini et al., 2021a; Kovalchik, 2016).
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 describes our dataset, a model to detect mispricing, and a simple betting strategy to test market efficiency using the model; Section 3 presents the results; and Section 4 concludes.

2 Data & Method

We collected information from tennis-data.co.uk for all WTA match results from the main draws of all tournaments, including the Grand Slams, between 1 January 2015 and 16 February 2020. This information includes the identity of players and tournaments, as well as when (local date) and where matches took place. The dataset represents 10,522 matches, 443 players and 271 tournaments. It includes the WTA world rankings of the players immediately before each match, which are based on performances over the preceding year and are updated after a tournament is completed. We used the python packages geopy and timezonefinder to locate the coordinates of each city in the dataset and the time zones for each match location.

The main draw for a WTA tournament normally takes place a few days before the first round begins, after any qualification matches. All tournaments are in a knock-out format and the draw is seeded, except the end-of-season WTA Tour finals which have a round-robin stage. The seeding is based on world rankings going into a tournament. The average length of a WTA tennis match in 2020 was 97 minutes. A player can normally expect one to three days of rest between matches in a tournament. The lineup for a match is usually known at least the day before it starts, either after the first round draw or the completion of players’ previous matches in the tournament, at which point betting odds will become available.

We collected betting odds from oddsportal.com for the winner and loser of a match at the time it began. In what follows, we generally use the average odds from the forty to sixty online bookmakers (sportsbooks) that were posted for any given match on oddsportal.com. We also

---

3 The same data is readily available before 2015, but our analysis is restricted by the availability of historical Wikipedia page views data.
4 The local date gives the match start, which is important since matches can be played over multiple days due to stoppages, for example, due to the weather.
5 See http://www.tennisabstract.com/blog/category/match-length/.
use the highest (or best) available odds from the bookmaker sample for each match, as well as the specific odds from Bet365, the largest online bookmaker in the world by revenue, which offered odds on almost every match in the dataset.

2.1 The Wikipedia relative buzz factor

To construct a measure of the pre-match buzz about the players, we collected daily (Coordinated Universal Time, UTC) Wikipedia page views of their English language profiles using the Pageview Application Programming Interface (API), a tool used to query the Wikipedia Foundation pageview data. A small number of observations in the WTA match dataset use maiden names, nicknames, or variations of abbreviations. Therefore, we were careful to ensure every player in the WTA dataset was matched to their Wikipedia profile page views. The mean number of page views for players on the day before a match took place was 1,079, with a median of 139, a standard deviation of 6,823 and a maximum of 429,245 (for Naomi Osaka, 7 September 2018, the day before she won the US Open final and her opponent, Serena Williams, accused the umpire of being a “thief”). Panel (a) of Figure 1 shows kernel density plots of the log profile page views of players the day before a match took place. The distribution for match winners is generally to the right of that for match losers, suggesting that players with higher levels of interest in their profiles before a match were more likely to win. Panel (b) of Figure 1 shows the tighter distributions of the log daily median page views in the past year before a match, though with greater differences between the winner and loser distributions than in panel (a), suggesting the typical past number of profile page views could be a better predictor of subsequent success in a match.

To generate our ‘Wiki Relative Buzz Factor’ for each player-match observation in the dataset, we combine the information contained in panels (a) and (b) of Figure 1. First, we subtract the log median daily page views of a player over the year before a match from the log page views the day before that match for the same player. Second, we subtract from this value the equivalent value for their opponent. As such, our Wiki Relative Buzz Factor measures
whether the interest in a player’s Wikipedia profile page was atypical the day before a match, and how much it was atypical relative to their opponent in the match. Precisely, for player $i$ appearing in match $j$ we calculate:

$$\text{WikiBuzz}_{ij} = \ln(w_{ij}/\tilde{w}_{ij}) - \ln(w_{-ij}/\tilde{w}_{-ij}),$$

where $w_{ij}$ is the previous day’s page views for the player, $\tilde{w}_{ij}$ is the median daily page views over the past year before the match, and $-i$ denotes the player’s opponent in the match. This measure is plotted in panel (c) of Figure 1 only for the winning player observations in the dataset. For the match winners, the relative buzz factor is on average negative. Thus, when a player receives a greater log increase in daily pre-match page views relative to the typical number received over the previous year, than their opponent, it tends on average to predict their own defeat in the match ($p$-value < 0.01). By construction, the ‘Wiki Relative Buzz Factor’ has zero mean over all winners and losers in the dataset, but we can reject normality with standard tests, due to excess kurtosis of 3.4.

We use the Wikipedia profile page views from the day before the match to construct the buzz factor, instead of the day of the match, because the daily views are in UTC. If we instead used page views from the day of the match, then we could not be confident that the buzz factor was not caused by the outcome of the match, and we could not use it to form a realistic betting strategy to test market efficiency. In theory, there could still be a very small number of matches in our dataset that began very early in Oceania or Far East Asia before the end of the previous UTC day. We use the match location and timezone data to address this in a robustness check later.

### 2.2 Detecting mispricing

Let $y_{ij}$ equal one if player $i = 1, 2$ won match $j = 1, \ldots, J$ and zero otherwise, where $i$ distinguishes between the two players in a match and $J$ gives the total number of matches in a sample, such that the overall sample contains $2J$ player-match observations. Let $p_j$ be
the unobserved beliefs of the bookmaker about the probability of \( y_{1j} \) happening beforehand, i.e., player 1 winning match \( j \). The bookmaker offers decimal odds \( o_{ij} \) on the two potential outcomes, meaning that on taking a £1 bet they return \( o_{ij} \) to the bettor if the outcome happens and they gain £1 if it does not. Let \( z_{ij} = 1/o_{ij} \) be the inverse odds or implied odds-based probability forecast of the bookmaker. For any match, \( z_{1j} + z_{2j} = 1 + \kappa_j > 1 \), where \( \kappa_j \) is the bookmaker’s expected rate of commission or profit margin on a match, also known as the ‘overround’ or ‘vig’. This implies \( z_{1j} = p_j + \kappa_j \) and \( z_{2j} = (1 - p_j) + \kappa_j \). If we denote \( e_{ij} = y_{ij} - z_{ij} \), then an efficient bookmaker market requires \( E_{ij} [e_{ij}] = -\bar{\kappa} \). In other words, the bookmaker is efficient if it makes some average level of commission across matches and outcomes, and no other information can predict \( e_{ij} \), since it will already be priced into the odds.

We consider three potential sources of mispricing and departures from the Efficient Markets Hypothesis in WTA betting markets. First, there is an empirical irregularity in some prediction and betting markets known as the favourite-longshot bias, whereby odds appear to underestimate the chances of the most (least) expected outcomes over the least (most), making bets on favourites more (less) profitable than on longshots (see the summaries by Ottaviani and Sørensen, 2008 and Newall and Cortis, 2021). Most studies of professional sports betting markets have found a longshot bias, including the seminal study on horse-racing by Ali (1977). Several theoretical contributions have demonstrated the sufficient conditions such that the longshot bias can arise in equilibrium, in terms of preferences, budget constraints and the distribution of beliefs among market participants (e.g., He and Treich, 2017; Manski, 2006; Ottaviani and Sørensen, 2015). In general, high risk aversion can lead to the bias reversing toward the favourite outcome in the market. Besides these predictions from neoclassical theory, a competing set of behavioural explanations has been proposed to explain the bias, which emphasises the misperception of probabilities by bettors (e.g., Snowberg and Wolfers, 2010; Vaughan Williams et al., 2018). Newall and Cortis (2021) suggest from their review of the empirical literature that sports markets with fewer potential outcomes tend to produce a favourite bias (e.g., team sports or tennis), whereas a longshot bias appears in markets with many outcomes (e.g., horse racing or golf). Nevertheless, previous studies of professional
tennis have found a longshot bias (e.g., Abinzano et al., 2016, 2019; Forrest and Mchale, 2007; Lahvička, 2014), though not sufficient to suggest market inefficiency through positive mean returns from consistently betting on match favourites (e.g., Forrest and Mchale, 2007; Štefan Lyócsa and Výrost, 2018).

Second, we consider whether tennis betting markets systematically misprice the outcome of a match according to player rankings. Several studies have demonstrated how the recent performances of tennis players can provide relatively accurate forecasts compared with those implied by bookmaker odds as a benchmark, typically through enhanced Elo (1978) ratings (e.g., Angelini et al., 2021a; Kovalchik and Reid, 2019; Kovalchik, 2020) - we use standard and more advanced Elo ratings later to provide benchmark probability forecasts of match results.\(^6\) There is some suggestive evidence that bookmakers are more risk averse in tennis matches involving lower ranked players and the longshot bias thus increases in these cases (Abinzano et al., 2016; Lahvička, 2014). The WTA world rankings are ordered from one, for the best player cumulatively over the past year, to having no rank, for a player who has not earned enough points at WTA events over the past year to get one. We consider two measures based on these rankings. First, we consider the raw rank difference between the players in a match, \(\text{RankDiff}_{ij} = \text{rank}_{ij} - \text{rank}_{-ij}\). Second, we assume that the performance difference between two consecutive players in the rankings is decreasing more so as one goes down the ranking list from the top. The difference in ability between the 1st and 2nd ranked players is likely to be more than between the 100th and 101st ranked players, which can be evidenced by how much less often player rankings move at the top compared with the bottom. We construct a ranking distance measure for player \(i\) in match \(j\) as:

\[
\text{RankDist}_{ij} = -\left( \frac{1}{\text{rank}_{ij}} - \frac{1}{\text{rank}_{-ij}} \right),
\]

where we impute \(1/\text{rank}_{ij} = 0\) if a player was unranked at the time of a match. \(\text{RankDist}_{ij}\) is bounded by –1, when the player considered is ranked first in the world and is playing somebody

\(^6\)The Elo ratings are computed using all WTA tennis matches between the beginning of the 2007 season and March 2020.
unranked, and 1, when it is the other way around, thus having the same sign interpretation as RankDiff\(_{ij}\).

Third, we consider our Wikipedia Relative Buzz Factor. To the best of our knowledge, this sort of information has not been used to predict the outcome of tennis matches and the efficiency of their betting markets, or at least this has not been documented before. However, there are parallels with studies using information from social media and player evaluations to predict football outcomes and betting inefficiencies (e.g., Brown et al., 2018; Peeters, 2018).

To detect mispricing and estimate the conditional mean effects on bookmakers’ odds implied probability forecast errors, we apply the general Mincer and Zarnowitz (1969) forecast evaluation framework (see Angelini and De Angelis, 2019, Angelini et al., 2021b, and Elaad et al., 2020, who tested for home bias, the favourite-longshot bias and the weak form efficiency of European football betting markets in much the same way). We estimate the following using least squares:

\[
e_{ij} = \alpha + \beta_1 z_{ij} + \beta_2 \text{RankDist}_{ij} + \beta_3 \text{WikiBuzz}_{ij} + \psi_{S(j)} + \phi_{T(j)} + \epsilon_{ij},
\]

where \(\{\alpha, \beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3, \psi_{S(j)}, \phi_{T(j)}\}\) are parameters. We expect a significantly negative estimate of \(\alpha\) to capture the bookmaker’s profit margin. Positive values of \(\beta_1, \beta_2\) or \(\beta_3\) would respectively suggest a longshot bias, a high-rank bias, and a low-buzz bias in the markets, such that betting on a win by the favourite, the lower ranked player, or the one with greater pre-match relative buzz, could be profitable strategies, and vice versa if these parameters are negative. We also consider fixed effects in Equation (3) for the season (year), \(\psi_{S(j)}\), and tournament of the match, \(\phi_{T(j)}\), where \(S(j)\) and \(T(j)\) are indicator functions, to address the potential heterogeneity over these dimensions in bookmaker overrounds or expected profit margins. The remaining heterogeneity is left in the residual term \(\epsilon_{ij}\). We construct standard errors for the estimates of Equation (3) that are robust to clusters at the match and tournament levels. This addresses the
heteroskedasticity from including both players in a match in the estimation sample, as well as
the possibility that some tournaments are less predictable than others.\footnote{As a robustness check, we also considered estimates of Equation (3) using weighted least squares, with elements of the diagonal weighting matrix approximated by $z_{ij} \times z_{-ij}$, as suggested by Angelini and De Angelis (2019). Although this estimator reduces the influence of more competitive matches, the results that follow are robust to using this instead of ordinary least squares.}

The mean of $e_{ij}$ will be significantly negative for any reasonable sized sample of matches. Therefore, a sufficient condition for the betting market to be weak form efficient, according
to Equation (3), is given by the null hypothesis: $H_0: \beta_1 = \beta_2 = \beta_3 = 0$. If we find that estimates of $\{\beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3\}$ are significantly positive or negative, then the associated variables provide information that is not fully incorporated in the pre-event prices. In this case, the markets may by inefficient if bettors can use the same information to make sustained positive returns.

2.3 Market inefficiency and a simple betting strategy

To test whether the bookmaker markets are inefficient, we use estimation results of the mispricing model in Equation (3) and the Kelly (1956) criterion. This criterion is the solution to a bettor’s maximisation problem on how much of her wealth she should invest in the claim offered by the bookmaker, assuming logarithmic utility and given her beliefs about the outcome of the claim and the odds posted by the bookmaker. Along with simpler strategies, such as “bet one unit when the expected return is positive”, the Kelly criterion has been widely used in the literature to evaluate betting market efficiency (e.g., Hvattum and Arntzen, 2010; Peeters, 2018; Ziemba, 2020). We assume that our bettor in this case forms her expectations from estimating Equation (3) using least squares, though without including the season or tournament fixed effects in the model as these are impractical for forecasting. The other variables in Equation (3), and thus estimates of the parameters, are all available to the bettor before a tennis match begins.

The bettor’s expected probability of winning a bet on event $i$, a specific player to win match $j$,
is then given by:

\[
\hat{y}_{ij} = \hat{\alpha} + (1 + \hat{\beta}_1)z_{ij} + \hat{\beta}_2 \text{RankDist}_{ij} + \hat{\beta}_3 \text{WikiBuzz}_{ij}.
\] (4)

The Kelly criterion gives the share of wealth to invest in the bet, remembering that \( o_{ij} = 1/z_{ij} \) are the decimal odds offered:

\[
x_{ij} = \max\{\hat{y}_{ij} - \frac{1-\hat{y}_{ij}}{o_{ij} - 1}, 0\}.
\] (5)

The bettor’s return on investment (ROI) over \( N = 2J \) potential bets, expressed as a percentage of the total amount invested, is given by:

\[
\text{ROI} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{2J} (x_{ij} o_{ij} 1\{y_{ij} = 1\} - x_{ij} 1\{y_{ij} = 0\})}{\sum_{i=1}^{2J} x_{ij}}.
\] (6)

A substantially positive ROI, over a large sample of matches used to generate the estimates in Equation (4), would provide some evidence that tennis match betting markets are weak form inefficient due to some combination of the biases captured by the model. A substantially positive ROI from out-of-sample forecasting and the application of the betting strategy would be a more powerful result. This would suggest that the relatively straightforward model and betting strategy could be applied profitably in real time. To provide benchmark ROIs, we construct alternative estimates of \( \hat{y}_{ij} \) using the standard player form-based Elo (1978) ratings, with an updating factor (K-factor) of twenty, and using all WTA match results since the beginning of the 2007 season. We also use the more sophisticated W-Elo forecasting model from Angelini et al. (2021a).

3 Results

3.1 Mispricing

Table 1 shows the results of estimating Equation (3), using as the dependent variable the mean value of the prediction error according to the pre-match odds offered by the \( K_j \) (normally 40-60)
individual bookmakers \((k = 1, \ldots, K_j)\) listed by oddsportal.com for any given match: \(\bar{e}_{ij} = y_{ij} - \sum_{k}^{K_j} \left( z_{ijk} / K_j \right) \). Column (I) only tests for a favourite-longshot bias. We find on average a marginal favourite bias, but this is not statistically significant. Column (II) adds the difference in the pre-match WTA rankings of the players, RankDiff\(_{ij}\), as a regressor, which is also not statistically significant. When taken together with the favourite-longshot bias, the null \(H_0 : \beta_1 = \beta_2 = 0\) cannot be rejected, and there is no evidence that bookmaker betting markets for WTA tennis matches are mispriced according to the raw difference in ranks and the balance of the odds between players.

In column (III) of Table 1, we replace RankDiff\(_{ij}\) with our alternative measure of the rank distance between players, RankDist\(_{ij}\). This measure significantly predicts the average bookmaker odds-implied forecast errors \((p\text{-value} = 0.026)\). The model estimates suggest that the probability of an unranked player winning against the number one ranked player in the world is 0.054 greater than what bookmaker odds tend to imply. In this specification, there is a small conditional longshot bias, consistent with the previous literature (Abinzano et al., 2016, 2019; Forrest and Mchale, 2007; Lahvička, 2014), though here it is not statistically significant. Taking these two potential sources of mispricing together, the null \(H_0 : \beta_1 = \beta_2 = 0\) can be rejected at the 10% level.

In column (IV), we add the third potential source of mispricing to the model in the form of the Wiki Relative Buzz Factor. This measure positively and significantly predicts the average bookmaker odds-implied forecast errors \((p\text{-value} = 0.012)\). Bookmakers under-predict the likelihood of a win by the player with a relatively larger pre-match increase in Wikipedia profile page views than their opponent. After including this source of mispricing in the model, the estimated rank distance mispricing remains positive and significant, and the longshot bias remains on its own insignificant. We can also reject the sufficient condition for weak form
market efficiency, $H_0 : \beta_1 = \beta_2 = \beta_3 = 0$ at the 5% level. In column (V), we add tournament fixed effects to the regression model: the estimates and test results are practically the same.\(^8\)

There could be a very small number of matches in our dataset that began early in Oceania or Far East Asia before the end of the previous UTC day. In these cases, the Wikipedia Relative Buzz Factor could be endogenous and capture the impact of the match outcome, perhaps being correlated with an unexpected result. To address this, column (I) of Table 2 repeats the model estimates from column (IV) of Table 1, and then columns (II)-(IV) show results after cumulatively dropping from the estimation sample matches in time zones from the East, starting with UTC+11&12 (Sydney/Auckland), then UTC+11&12 (Seoul/Tokyo), and finally UTC+7&8 (Singapore/Hong Kong). The influence of the Wiki Relative Buzz Factor and the rejection of the sufficient condition of weak form efficiency are robust to dropping these matches from the estimation sample. After dropping matches from all six of the eastern time zones, the mispricing in odds predicted by the buzz factor is greater. The Wikipedia profile page views less than 24 hours before the start of a match may be less useful in predicting odds mispricing. This would be consistent with the buzz factor being a proxy for crowd judgements on the relative strengths of players’ most recent performances within a tournament. To test whether this could alone explain why the buzz factor can predict bookmaker mispricing, in column (V) of Table 2 we re-estimate the model only for matches in the first round of tournaments. The coefficient on the Wiki Relative Buzz Factor remains statistically significant ($p$-value = 0.031) and is larger than when it is estimated over all matches in tournaments. This suggests that the mispricing is not only driven by whatever happened in the previous round of a tournament, which may have generated interest in a player’s Wikipedia profile page.

The results from estimating Equation (3), and the tests of mispricing by bookmakers, suggest that there might be inefficiencies in the final result markets of tennis matches. These

---

\(^8\) We checked for misspecification of Equation (3) using Ramsey RESET tests and did not reject the null hypothesis. The data generating process was not better approximated by including squared terms for any of the regressors.
inefficiencies could be proven by betting on players who are substantially lower ranked than their opponents or who have unusually high interest in their Wikipedia profiles before matches.

### 3.2 Market inefficiency and the betting strategy

Table 3 shows the results of applying the simple betting strategy described in Section 2.3, by using match outcome probability predictions according to Equation (4) and applying the Kelly criterion. The upper panel of Table 3 applies the strategy in the model estimation sample of matches, for the 2015-20 seasons. The lower panel of Table 3 estimates the model up to the end of the 2018 season, uses this to forecast match outcomes in the 2019 and 2020 season, and then applies the Kelly criterion with these forecasts. Column (I) of Table 3 shows the results of the betting strategy for a hypothetical bettor who could place bets at the average pre-match odds offered by the 40-60 bookmakers sampled for each match. The average overround in these markets in 2015-20 was 5.6%. The in-sample model estimates and Kelly criterion results suggest betting on 554 of the 21,044 considered odds (10,522 matches), with a Return on Investment (ROI) of -5.2%, which is only a small improvement on the average bookmaker overround. When applying the model estimates and strategy out-of-sample, since the start of the 2019 season, a larger proportion of matches are bet on but the ROI is lower at -6.4%. In column (II), motivated by the evidence from Table 2 that the Wiki Relative Buzz factor was a stronger predictor of bookmaker forecast errors once matches in the East were dropped, we estimate the model and apply the betting strategy only for the approximate two-thirds of WTA matches that took place to the west of the time zone containing Singapore and Hong Kong (UTC+8). In this case we find an in-sample ROI of 2.7% and an out-of-sample ROI of 4.9%, where the latter is generated from 269 bets, or 16% of the matches.

For curiosity, column (III) of Table 3 presents results whereby the model was estimated and predictions were made using average odds, but the best available odds listed on oddsporal.com were used in the Kelly criterion. In this case, the vast majority of matches are bet on and the in-sample and out-of-sample ROIs are respectively 36.1% and 3.1%. However, despite
the existence of ‘oddschecker’ websites being available to the bettor, using the best available
odds just before a match begins is not normally realistic due to the transaction costs and time
involved with managing a large number of online accounts. Further, there are restrictions that
can prevent a bettor from obtaining the best available odds listed on oddsportal.com, such as the
location of a bettor affecting which online sportsbooks they can use. This is evidenced in the
lower panel of Table 3, which shows that the average overround according to the best available
odds in the 2019 and 2020 WTA seasons was negative, suggesting that theoretical arbitrage
opportunities were common if not entirely practical.

As a more realistic test of bookmaker inefficiency, column (IV) of Table 3 presents
results from using the Kelly criterion and the odds from only one online sportsbook. We
selected Bet365 because it is the highest revenue sportsbook in the world and had odds
listed on oddsportal.com for almost every WTA match since 2015. From using the model’s
predictions and the Bet365 odds, we find in-sample and out-of-sample ROIs of 9.8% and
17.3%, respectively, where the latter value was generated from bets on 12% of the matches
since 2019. To check whether these profitable opportunities are driven by the Wiki Relative
Buzz Factor, we drop the rank distance measure from the model estimation, with the results
in column (V). In this case, fewer matches are bet on according to the Kelly criterion, but the
ROIs are increased to 18.1% in-sample and 28.8% out-of-sample. To provide a meaningful
benchmark ROI using an alternative probability forecasting model of match results, along
with the Kelly criterion, the same samples of matches and the Bet365 odds, column (VI)
shows results using the standard Elo (1978) ratings model described in Section 2.3. The ROI
from applying the betting strategy with this alternative set of probability forecasts is -13.3%
in-sample and -12.2% out-of-sample. As a further comparison, column (VII) shows betting
results using W-Elo, which is a more sophisticated Elo forecasting model of tennis match
results that reflects contributions by Kovalchik (2016) and Angelini et al. (2021a). This model
gives greater weight to past match wins at prestigious tournaments and takes into account the
margins of victory that players achieved. However, the W-Elo model predictions, applied with the Kelly criterion and Bet365 odds, compared to the standard Elo model in column (VI), generate a higher but still negative in-sample ROI, and a marginally worse out-of-sample ROI.

We check whether the betting returns from using the Wiki Relative Buzz Factor are driven by sub-sets of matches expected to be more or less competitive by bookmakers. We estimate the same model and follow the same betting strategy as in column (V) of Table 3, which yielded an in-sample ROI of 18.1%, except we consider matches in particular odds ranges. We only report in-sample results due to the reduced sample sizes. The results in Table 4 show that applying the model and betting strategy over all sample odds generates a higher ROI than applying it only to the sets of matches that were expected to be relatively competitive or uncompetitive. However, the results also suggest that higher cumulative betting returns might be possible by focusing the model and strategy on intermediate odds, as a higher proportion of bets would then be placed according to the Kelly criterion. In this way, the Wiki Relative Buzz factor tends to be a stronger predictor of bookmaker mispricing when matches are expected to be more competitive, and the players involved are by implication more similar in their ability or form.

In summary, a buzz factor about tennis players, constructed from their Wikipedia profile page views data, provides relevant information that is not being fully incorporated into the match result prices offered by bookmakers. This information can be used to generate sustained and substantial profits when used in a relatively simple betting strategy.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we constructed a measure of relative pre-match buzz about tennis players using Wikipedia profile page views data. We found that this Wikipedia Relative Buzz Factor can predict bookmaker forecast errors and the significant mispricing of outcomes, suggesting

---

9To generate these ratings, we use an R package associated with Angelini et al. (2021a), welo (Candila, 2021). When calculating the W-Elo ratings, we restrict the data to only players who played at least 10 WTA matches since the beginning of 2007. The parameters are set to those preferred by Angelini et al. (2021a): player starting points of 1,500, Kovalchik (2016) scale factors, and weights based on the number of games won rather than sets.
profitable opportunities for bettors who back a player with relatively greater buzz than their opponent going into a match. Using these results to forecast outcome probabilities and the Kelly criterion to select how much to bet on what matches, we found that tennis result betting markets are inefficient. Prices fail to fully incorporate the information contained in the buzz factor. The returns on investment from applying the model and betting strategy were sustained and substantial, especially when using the odds of Bet365, the world’s highest revenue online sportsbook. Two previous studies also found that online information representing the wisdom of crowds can be used to form profitable betting strategies, though with much smaller rates of return than we have found in tennis markets (Brown and Reade, 2019; Peeters, 2018). However, it is unclear whether correcting these sources of inefficiency would result in greater profits for bookmakers. What we have labelled as mispricing may correlate with unobserved biases and heterogeneity among bettors that bookmakers exploit when setting odds.

There are two natural extensions to this research. The ‘wisdom of crowds’ might explain why a measure constructed from Wikipedia page views data can predict bookmaker mispricing. While this is an appealing and plausible explanation, we have done nothing here to prove it. This would require complementary data sources that capture explicit predictions about tennis match outcomes or evaluations of the players, like the crowd-sourced football transfer market values used by Peeters (2018). The Wikipedia Relative Buzz Factor may only be capturing relative changes in the media interest in tennis players before matches. If that were the case, then our results could perhaps be described more accurately as being driven by the ‘wisdom of the media’, or by a small number of tennis commentators and pundits who selectively draw attention to some players over others. Second, we can think of no good reason why the betting market inefficiencies found here would be constrained to the top level of women’s professional tennis. It would be interesting for others to check whether these results apply to tennis below the WTA level, men’s tennis, or entirely different sports.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(I)</th>
<th>(II)</th>
<th>(III)</th>
<th>(IV)</th>
<th>(V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Odds-implied probability</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>-0.040</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.020)</td>
<td>(0.034)</td>
<td>(0.022)</td>
<td>(0.024)</td>
<td>(0.024)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTA rank diff. (player-opponent)</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.008)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTA rank distance to opponent</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.054**</td>
<td>0.049**</td>
<td>0.049**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.024)</td>
<td>(0.027)</td>
<td>(0.024)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiki Relative Buzz Factor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.009**</td>
<td>0.009**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.025**</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>-0.037***</td>
<td>-0.049***</td>
<td>-0.047***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.018)</td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year/season fixed effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tournament fixed effects</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-test: $H_0: \beta_1 = \beta_2 = \beta_3 = 0$</td>
<td>0.436</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N of players</td>
<td>21,044</td>
<td>20,992</td>
<td>21,044</td>
<td>21,044</td>
<td>21,044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes.- ***, **, * indicate significance from zero at 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively, two-sided tests. Standard errors in parentheses were estimated robust to both match and tournament level clusters.  
Column (I): linear regression estimates of Equation (3), where the dependent variable is the forecast error implied by average bookmaker odds (oddsportal.com) – test of favourite-longshot bias  
Column (II): adds the pre-match raw WTA rank difference to the model in (I)  
Column (III): uses the alternative differences in ranks measure described in the text – the coefficient effect should be interpreted as an unranked player against the number one ranked in the world, relative to two hypothetically equally ranked players  
Column (IV): adds the Wiki Relative Buzz Factor – preferred results  
Column (V): adds tournament fixed effects to the model in (IV)
TABLE 2: Model estimates and tests of betting market mispricing for WTA match results, 2015-2020: preferred model and dropping time zones, and 1st round matches only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(I)</th>
<th>(II)</th>
<th>(III)</th>
<th>(IV)</th>
<th>(V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Odds-implied probability</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.050*</td>
<td>0.065**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.024)</td>
<td>(0.026)</td>
<td>(0.026)</td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTA rank distance to opponent</td>
<td>0.049**</td>
<td>0.055*</td>
<td>0.059**</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.024)</td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
<td>(0.054)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiki Relative Buzz Factor</td>
<td>0.009**</td>
<td>0.008***</td>
<td>0.009**</td>
<td>0.012***</td>
<td>0.012**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.049***</td>
<td>-0.048***</td>
<td>-0.050***</td>
<td>-0.056***</td>
<td>-0.065***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drop UTC+11&amp;12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop UTC+9&amp;10</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop UTC+7&amp;8</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year/season fixed effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ F\text{-test}: H_0 : \beta_1 = \beta_2 = \beta_3 = 0 \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N of players</th>
<th>21,044</th>
<th>19,032</th>
<th>17,872</th>
<th>14,940</th>
<th>9,596</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Notes.- ***, **, * indicate significance from zero at 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively, two-sided tests. Standard errors in parentheses were estimated robust to both match and tournament level clusters. Column (I): repeats the preferred model estimates from column (IV) of Table 1. Column (II)-(IV): each column drops matches from an additional two time zones, starting with UTC+11&12 (Sydney/Auckland) and finally in column (IV) dropping UTC+7&8 (Singapore/Hong Kong). Column (V): estimates the preferred model from column (I) but only using matches from the first round of tournaments.
TABLE 3: Betting strategy results for WTA match results, within the model estimation sample and out-of-sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average odds</th>
<th>Best</th>
<th>Bet365</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All w/out East</td>
<td>All w/out rank</td>
<td>Elo W-Elo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(I)</td>
<td>(II)</td>
<td>(III)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-sample, 2015-2020:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N odds (2 × J matches)</td>
<td>21,044</td>
<td>14,940</td>
<td>21,042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bets placed</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>824</td>
<td>9,556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean overround (%)</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return on Investment (%)</td>
<td>-5.20</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>36.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-sample, 2019-2020:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N odds (2 × J matches)</td>
<td>5,190</td>
<td>3,416</td>
<td>5,188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bets placed</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>2,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean overround (%)</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>5.34</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return on Investment (%)</td>
<td>-6.37</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes.- “In-sample” uses the full sample of matches from column (V) of Table 1, the model predictions and applies the Kelly criterion. “Out-of-sample” instead estimates the model up to the end of the 2018 season and then uses it to predict match outcomes and apply the Kelly criterion for the 2019 & 2020 seasons. Average odds are always used to estimate the models and generate forecasts, but the odds used in the Kelly criterion are varied.

Column (I): uses the reported average or pre-match available odds from oddsportal.com
Column (II): uses the reported average or pre-match available odds from oddsportal.com but only for matches taking place in time zones to the west of UTC+7 (Singapore)
Column (III): uses the reported best available pre-match odds from oddsportal.com
Column (IV): uses pre-match odds from Bet365
Column (V): uses Bet365 odds but with a version of the preferred model estimated without the rank distance variable
Column (VI): uses Bet365 odds but with the standard Elo predicted probability forecast of the match outcome
Column (VII): uses Bet365 odds but with the W-Elo predicted probability forecast of the match outcome as per Angelini et al. (2021a).
### TABLE 4: Betting strategy results for WTA match results, within the model estimation sample: selecting sample odds based on match competitiveness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bet365 odds</th>
<th>(I)</th>
<th>(II)</th>
<th>(III)</th>
<th>(IV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N odds (2 × J matches)</td>
<td>3,224</td>
<td>14,200</td>
<td>17,770</td>
<td>6,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bets placed</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>1,091</td>
<td>1,121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean overround (%)</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>6.80</td>
<td>7.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return on Investment (%)</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>16.35</td>
<td>11.83</td>
<td>8.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes.*- Betting strategy results equivalent to Column (V) of Table 3, varying the sample of match odds used in the model and considered for bets by column. Average odds are always used to estimate the models and generate forecasts, but Bet365 odds are used in the Kelly criterion.

- Column (I): uses only odds in the sample which imply a match win probability of $p \in (0, 0.2) \cup (0.8, 1)$
- Column (II): uses only odds in the sample which imply a match win probability of $p \in (0, 0.4) \cup (0.6, 1)$
- Column (III): uses only odds in the sample which imply a match win probability of $p \in [0.2, 0.8]$  
- Column (IV): uses only odds in the sample which imply a match win probability of $p \in [0.4, 0.6]$
FIGURE 1: Wikipedia daily page views of tennis players before WTA matches in 2015-2020

(a) The day before the match
(b) Median in the year before the match
(c) Relative buzz factor: Log difference between the winner’s page views yesterday and their median daily views in the year before, relative to the loser

Notes: author calculations using Wikipedia Foundation pageview data for the English language profiles of WTA tennis players, collected daily (Coordinated Universal Time (UTC)) using the Pageview Application Programming Interface (API). The density is estimated with a Gaussian kernel and bandwidth of 0.2.